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Interactive Learning Grounded Verb Semantics 

Challenges
• Most robotic planning systems operate based on a closed set of representations. However, in reality robots are not likely to have a complete set of domain 

models and will often encounter new situations or new tasks they don’t have any knowledge or experience about. 
• Even given sufficient state and action representations, automated planning is still computationally challenging. Designing planners that can generate high 

quality plans and perform efficiently across various domains remains an open problem. 
Overall Objective
Develop a novel framework that tightly links language and dialogue processing with the robot’s underlying planning system to support collaborative task 
planning and learning in a human-robot team.

Motivation and Overall Objectives 

(1) Empirical Studies. Develop several scenarios and manipulate various levels of 
disparities between humans and robots in their respective representations of the goal, 
the domain model, the world, and the plan. Study how humans and robots make extra 
effort to collaborate with each other to strive for a shared representation and joint plan.

(2) Computational Models. Develop a computational framework that integrates 
language and dialogue processing with the underlying robot planning to allow humans 
and robots to mediate disparities in their representations and enable collaborative model 
acquisition and plan generation.

(3) Evaluation.  Evaluate the framework in terms of consistency of shared understanding, 
plan quality, and situational awareness.  Design new scenarios to evaluate customizability 
and scalability.

H: Fill the kettle with water.
R: I don’t know how to do it, could you teach 
me?
H: Sure. This is how you do it.   (human moves 
the kettle into the sink, turns on the faucet, 
turns off the faucet.)
R: (acquire the meaning representation of the 
verb phrase).

Start Env
Human 
Demo

End Env
…On(Cup1, Table) 0.93, 
On(Bowl1, Table) 0.81, 
Has(Kettle1, Water) 0.02,.. 

…On(Cup1, Table) 0.88, 
On(Bowl1, Table) 0.83, 
Has(Kettle1, Water) 0.59,..

Learning from Interaction by asking good  questions

!x!y Fill(x,y): !o1!o2 Grasping(x)^Has(x,y)^In(x,o1)^ ¬On(x, o2),  x Î Kettle_type, y Î
Water_type, o1 Î Sink_type, o2 ÎStove_type

Apply reinforcement learning to learn a policy that selects an optimal 
question to ask at each state  to maximize the long-term rewards.
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Efficiency of Strategies

Manual RL

Language Processing and Dialogue Modeling
Communication‐Related

Role: speaker
Intent: inform
Attention: goal 

Task ‐Related
Model_H,  Plan_H
Goal_H,   World_H

Human Mental Model (inf.)

Communication‐Related
Role: addressee
Intent: Ask
Attention: goal 

Task ‐Related
Model_R,  Plan_R
Goal_R,   World_R

Robot Mental Model 

Collaborative Plan Generation 
and   Explanation  

Shared Mental Model

Model 
State and Action
Condition/effect
Preference
Constraints

Plan
Partial procedure
Action sequence
Hierarchical Task Structure

Goal  World

Collaborative Model  
Acquisition and Explanation
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